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In my joint work with J. Ito [7], we have pointed out that the following

property (called ASSUMPTION REMOVABILITY) is characteristic of positive

logics LO, LP, and L Q υ :

ASSUMPTION REMOVABILITY. / / 91 ->33 is provable for any pair of propositions

% and 8 having no primitive notions (proposition-, predicate-, and relation-symbols)

in common, then 33 is also provable.

ASSUMPTION REMOVABILITY characterizes these positive logics, since

it holds for them but for none of the lower classical predicate logic LK, the

intuitionistic predicate logic LJ, and the minimal logics LM (intuitionistic) and

LN (classical )2>. In the present paper, I will further point out that LM and

LN can be distinguished from LJ, LK, LP, and LQ by the following lemma

(called SEPARABILITY LEMMA in the present paper):

SEPARABILITY LEMMA. // 9Ϊi A .931 -* % V 232 is provable and 9ίi -> 9I2 and Si -» 332

have no primitive notions in common, then either 9ίi-»9l2 or 93j —> 93a is provavle.

Naturally, LJ and LK are formulated in Gentzen's manner as Gentzen's LJ

and LK3>, respectively. LP and LQ can be also formulated in Gentzen's manner

as the sub-logics of LJ and LK having the logical constants -*, A, V, ( ),

and (3 ), respectively. It should be also remarked here that Gentzen's cut-

elimination theorem4) holds for all the logics LJ, LK, LP, and LQ formulated

in Gentzen's manner.

By the following two theorems, I show that we can distinguish LM and LN

Received April 2, 1966.
*> As for the primitive logic LO, see Ono [6]. As for the intuitionistic positive logic

LP and the classical positive logic LQ, see Curry [2], Lorenzen [5], and Ono [6], Curry
refers to LP and LQ by LA and LC, respectively.

2) Johansson introduced LM (Minimalkalkul) in [4J. In [2], Curry refers to LN by
LE.

3> As to Gentzen's LJ and LK, see Gentzen [3].
4> The HAUFTSATZ of Gentzen [3].'
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from LJ, LK, LP, and LQ by SEPARABILITY LEMMA.

THEOREM 1. SEPARABILITY LEMMA holds for none of LM and LN.

Proof. I will prove this theorem by giving the following counter example :

is surely provable in LM as well as in LN. On the other hand, none of

— (A-+A)-*A and B-^-^B

is provable in any of one these logics, although these two propositions have

no primitive notions in common.

THEOREM 2. SEPARABILITY LEMMA holds for any one of LJ, LK, LP,

and LQ.

Proof Let L be any one of the logics LJ, LK, LP, and LQ formulated in

Gentzen's manner, and let 911 ΛS3-*9I2V5B2 be any proposition provable in L

where %-*% and Si->3B2 have no primitive notions in common. Then, the

sequent 9ίi, 33i|-9I2 V%5) must be provable in L. Accordingly, by the cut-

elimination theorem, we can assume that the same sequent can be proved by

a proof IT in L by making use of no cuts.

For any sequent Γ\—Δ in 77, new sequents Γa\-Δa and Γb\-Δb are defined

by the following:

Γa (or Γb) is the sequence of all the propositions in Γ which have at

least one primitive notion in common with 2li-»9J2 (or with 33i-»332). Δa as

well as Δb is defined similarly.

Any sub-formula of 3Ii and $ί2 (or 33i and S2) is called an β-formula (a

^-formula). It is remarkable that, for any sequent Γ\— Δ in 77, any proposition

in Γa (or in Γb) is an α-formula (a ^-formula) and any proposition in Δa (or

in Δb) is either an α-formula (a Mormula) or the proposition 9I2 V352.

Further, we call any sequent Γ\-Δ in 77 an β-sequent (or a ^-sequent) if

and only if Γa\-Δa (or Γb\-Δb) is provable in L.

Evidently, any fundamental sequent of 77 is an β-sequent or a ^-sequent,

and any sequent deduced from an 0-sequent or a pair of ^-sequents (a ^-sequent

5) I employ the notation Γ \-Δ in place of Gentzen's original notation Γ->Δ, because
I denote IMPLICATION by -* (Gentzen denoted it by D ). As for inference rules of LJ
and LK, see Gentzen [3],
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or a pair of £-sequents) is an α-sequent (a 3-sequent).

Moreover, we can confirm that any sequent in 77 deduced from a pair of

an α-sequent and a 6-sequent is either an α-sequent or a ό-sequent. To show

this, we have only to check the following three types of inferences:

Tvne IIT y p e π

Type III:

π
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r\-
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Let us now check any inference of Type I (Type II; Type III) which really

occurs in 77, assuming that one of its over-sequents Γ\- Δ, fy and Γ\- Δ> (S (Γ,

g | - J and Γ, %\~Δ\ Γ\-Δ, ^ and Γ, %\-Λ) is an α-sequent and the other is

a ^-sequent. It should be noticed that $Λ(3 (#V® ^y-*©) of the inference

is either an α-formula or a ^-formula.

Case I : $Λ® (gV© g ^ ® ) be an β-formula. A | - J ^ (7 ϊ |~A; either

Al-z/.s or A | - A ) must be provable in L, because one of the over-sequents of

the inference is assumed to be a ^-sequent. Accordingly, A | - ( J , ftΛ©)^ i.e.

Γb\-Δb ((Γ,δV®)6l-A ^ Γb\-Jbl (Γ9%-+®)b\-(J,Λ)b. le. Γb\-Δb, Λb) must

be also provable in L. Hence, the under-sequent Γ\-Δ, g/\® (Γ, gV@|-J

Γ, g->@!-J, yl) of the inference is a ^-sequent

II: gΛ© (^V®;^-^®) be a 6-formula. In this case, the under-

sequent of the inference is proved to be an ^-sequent quite similarly as in

Case I.

Consequently, %l9 ©il-?I2Vί82 must be an α-sequent or a ό-sequent.

Now, let-9li, 33i!-%V©2 be an α-sequent. Then, 9ίi|-9I2V$2 must be

provable by a proof TTa by making use of no cuts. Any proposition occurring

in Ήa must be either the proposition %\ί)Q2 or a sub-formula of %ι or ?ί2.

Now, the proof figure obtained on replacing every proposition 3l2 V % occurring

in TTa by % is proved to be reducible to a right proof figure of ?I3|-5ί2 in L.

Hence, 9ϊi->?ί2 must be provable in L.

We can show similarly that Si-̂ 332 is provable in L in the case where

Sti A S3i I- 91a V 332 is a ^-sequent
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Remark 1. If SEPARABILITY LEMMA is assumed in LM, the logic turns

out to be LJ. For, SEPARABILITY LEMMA in LM gives rise to the rule that

any contradictory proposition implies every proposition. Namely, let % be any

contradictory proposition, δ be any proposition, and B be any proposition

symbol which occurs neither in 51 nor in (L Because 91 -»-r B is provable in

LM, % Λ (B -> B) -> S V -r B is also provable in LM. If we assume SEPARABILITY

LEMMA in LM, either 3ϊ-»£ or (B-*B) -> - £ ί.e. --5 must be provable in LM.

However, -^B is not provable for any proposition symbol 5, so 2ί-»S must be

provable in LM. Accordingly, any contradictory proposition 9ί implies every

proposition 5 as far as SEPARABILITY LEMMA is assumed in LM. This

seems to justify to adopt the occasionally debatable inference rule that con-

tradiction implies everything.

If we assume SEPARABILITY LEMMA in any logic stronger than LM, we

have a logic stronger than LJ, an intermediate logic (a logic lying between LJ

and LK, see Umezawa [9]) in general. However, it is still an open question

for me whether SEPARABILITY LEMMA holds for intermediate logics in

general or not.

Remark 2. For the lower classical predicate logic LK, SEPARABILITY

LEMMA is a consequence of Craig's interpolation theorem (See Craig [1]).

Namely, in LK, the proposition 3ίi Λ33i-*3l2 VS32 is equivalent to

-(«i->a2)->(&->93.).

If we assume that this proposition is provable in LK for propositions %i-*%

and 58i -> 332 having no primitive notions in common, then either -* -- (2li -*?(2) i.e.

9ίi-*9ί2 or Si-»232 must be provable according to Craig's interpolation theorem.

Interpolation theorem is also proved for intuitionistic predicate logic LJ by

Schiitte (See Schutte [8]). With respect to logics other than LK, however, I

can only say the following: The special case of the interpolation theorem for

LJ, where assumption and consequent have no primitive notion in common,

follows immediately from the SEPARABILITY LEMMA. The ASSUMPTION

REMOVABILITY asserts something more for the special case of the interpola-

tion theorem with respect to positive logics.
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